Bovine herpesvirus VP22 induces apoptosis in neuroblastoma cells by upregulating the expression ratio of Bax to Bcl-2.
Herpesvirus tegument protein VP22 has been shown to have biotherapeutic potential in tumor gene therapy. Some studies indicate that VP22 may enhance the transfer efficiency of therapeutic proteins by delivering them to more cells while trafficking. Our previous study showed that bovine herpesvirus VP22 (BVP22) enhanced equine herpesvirus thymidine kinase-ganciclovir (Etk-GCV) suicide gene therapy by an unknown intracellular effect. In this study, the interaction between BVP22 and host tumor cells was studied in neuroblastoma NXS2 cells. Cell cycle analysis was performed to determine whether BVP22 possesses biotherapeutic potential by altering the cell cycle, making cells more sensitive to therapeutic genes. As a result, the cell cycle was not affected by the transfection of BVP22 into NXS2 cells. However, cytotoxicity induced by BVP22 was observed in NXS2 cells on the second and third days after transient transfection. Further, analyses of caspase-3 activity and apoptosis suggested that BVP22 induces apoptosis in host tumor cells by upregulating the expression ratio of Bax to Bcl-2.